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Mike Dibble has the distinction of being one of the few people in the world that has descended through 
the ice in the Arctic Ocean and thawed out suffiCien~ly to tell about it. He also has the honor of being one 
of the few members of an exclusive group that has seen the only kelp bed community known to exist over 
3,000 km of coastline from the Siberian Sea to the Canadian Arctic Islands. 

I realize that such a distinction impresses all of you, but in addition to his excellent diving support of three 
separate Arctic projects, he also managed to complete his own research project. Taking advantage of his 
skills as a diver (and experience as a dive instructor) and using a very methodical approach, Mike 
successfully measured inorganic nitrogen uptake in arctic kelp through in situ incubations under the ice, 
something that no one had ever done before on large macroscopic plants. He produced an excellent data 
set from this. work, despite the frequent discharges of inorganic-N into the dive hole by his colleagues (who 
were doing their part to alleviate personal problems of nutrient saturation). Nonetheless, Mike kept his 
cool and went on to finish his work and take some beautiful underwater video footage of our under-ice 
activities, which have become invaluable in educational and scientific presentations. 



• 

His contributions to our program in the Arctic have been substantial over the last two years, and as with 

all ·groups who work closely together under such extreme and strange conditions, lasting memories develop. 
One in particular is shown in a photograph outside my office, which shows Mike calmly sitting in a lawn 
chair on the arctic ice at -20°C below zero contemplating the glacial origin of a chunk of ice held in his left 
hand, a fitting reflection of his unique personality and ability to make the most of any situation, regardless 
of the conditions. We'll all miss him next time in the Arctic, especially all the plants that depended on him 
for their daily nitrogen fix. Good luck Mike! -Ken Dunton 

Letter from Mike Dibble - Sara and I are both looking forward to the summer and doing some camping 
and other things that we haven't had time and money to do. She is nearly finished with her first year of 
teaching Pre-Kat Faulk Elementary in Aransas Pass, and I'm beginning to see what I hope is the light at 
the end of the thesis tunnel. We'll be moving to San Marcos at the end of May where I'll be managing the 
family business (The Dive Shop) and directing the SCUBA diving program at Southwest Texas State. Sara 
is hoping to find a teaching position with one of the area school districts and continue working on her own 
Master's program. 

I've also been asked to join a dive team that is using mixed gas diving techniques to explore a cave in Mexico 
that is the deepest water filled open pit system in the world. One member of the team, Dr. Ann Kristovich, 
holds the current women's SCUBA depth record at 554 feet and the team leader, Jim Bowden, set a new 
depth record last month at 925 feet! I'm excited about the opportunity and flattered to be asked to 
participate. I'm looking forward to continued involvement in scientific diving. There are some really exciting 
equipment developments that are making their way into both scientific and recreational diving fields. Stay 
tuned! 

Sara and I have definitely enjoyed our time in Port Aransas. We'll miss evening walks on the beach, the 
laid-back small town atmosphere and, of course, the seemingly endless parade of "characters" that pass 
through here! Even a relatively small city like San Marcos is going to seem like a rat race compared to 
Port A. 

INORGANIC NITROGEN UPTAKE BY TWO KELP SPECIES, LAMINAR1A 
SOLIDUNGULA AND LAMINAR,IA SACCHARINA, IN THE ALASKAN HIGH ARCTIC 

Michael Dibble, M.A. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 1994 

Supervisor: Kenneth H. Dunton 

The uptake of inorganic nitrate (NQ3·) and ammonium (NH4 +)by two co-occurring species of kelp, Laminaria 
solidungula and Laminaria saccharina, was compared using entire plants incubated under natural 

conditions in the field and in the laboratory. Field experiments were conducted in situ during ice-covered 

and open-water periods in the Boulder Patch kelp bed community in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. Uptake 

of NQ3• and NH4 + by both species was a linear function of substrate concentration with no evidence of a 

saturating concentration. There was no significant difference between NQ3• and NH/ uptake rates for 

either species and no significant difference in uptake rates between species. The mean uptake rate at 
ambient nitrate concentrations in winter ( 4-7 µM) was 0.53 µmoles gdw-1 h-1

• Dark and light-exposed plants 

of both species also exhibited equivalent rates of uptake in short-term experiments with either N03- or NH/ 
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present as substrate. L. solidungula also demonstrated equal dark/light uptake with both nitrogen 
substrates present, revealing no competitive inhibition of either substrate. Time course disappearance for 
L. solidungula with N03- or NH4 ... and N03·fNH4+ followed second order kinetics. Water m'otion was shown 
to significantly enhance both N03• and NH4 + disappearance for L. solidungula. Linear growth rates in 
juvenile L. solidungula sporophytes were not affected by N03- concentration, but this may be related to the 
translocation of organic nitrogen to support linear growth at low N03- concentrations, based on the 
bleaching of distal blade tissues in nitrogen-starved plants. The nitrogen uptake rates determined in this 
study for both species at -1.8 to 5 °C agree closely with published uptake rates for temperate kelp species 
living at 15 °C, enabling L. solidungula and L. saccharina to maintain high growth rates at the low 
temperatures characteristic of polar environments. 

THE CLIPPERTON EXPEDITION 

Ola Amigos, perhaps you noticed that I was not around for the past month (perhaps not). Well, I was on 
a most unusual research cruise to a little visited island in the east Pacific. The main objective of the cruise 
was to examine the marine life around Clipperton Island (French held), an atoll located 700 miles southwest 
of Acapulco, Mexico (10°N, 110°W) and quite remote from any other land. The island is of particular 
interest because of its situation as the westernmost island ·in the tropical Eastern Pacific faunal province 
and the easternmost island in the Indo-Pacific fauna! province. It also lies directly in the path of the 
equatorial counter-current. There were 25 expedition participants consisting of malacologists (some 
scientists, some commercial and some private shell collectors), coral biologists, ichthyologists, a few 
invertebrate biologists, photographers and a group of geologists from Rice University. I signed on as a 
volunteer with the group from Rice whose mission was to collect coral cores by drilling into large 
coral-heads using SCUBA and a 3-person operated underwater drill. 

We steamed for three days to reach the Revillagagigedo Islands (Clarion, Socorro and San 
Benedicto-southwest of Baja) after departing from San Diego aboard the "Royal Star", a 90 foot, 
semi-luxury charter-trip fishing boat. There we visited volcanic islands with large colonies of elephant seals 
and dived on rock pinnacles encrusted with sea fans and pencil urchins. Manta rays, sea turtles and spiny 
lobsters (delicious) abound here as well as Wahoo, Yellowfin (great fishing!) and the famed Clarion 
Angelfish. Clipperton was another 2-days smooth ride south with sightings of humpbacks and dolphin, slide 
shows and superb food and wine to break up the monotony. 

Clipperton is a circular atoll of coral sand and fragments surrounding a freshwater lagoon with 
a circumference of 12 km. There are a few clumps of coconut palms and one solitary 80-foot high volcanic 
rock. The island's most peculiar feature is its population of about a billion hungry land crabs and a few 
million boobies (or gannets). I spent a few frustrating days on the island helping one of the 
cinematographers who was shooting a documentary for PBS. Every few feet, one comes across a nesting 
boobie who scolds you with a honk or whistle or flies up and comes dive-bombing back spraying white rain. 
Peeping out from every nook and hole is a few thousand eyes on stalks attached to vivid orange carapaces. 
Everything of value must be stored off the ground for the crabs will chew to shreds canvas shoes, rubber 
dive fins, nylon tents ... anything. Part of my job was to chase crabs away from the feet of the man filming 
while he was looking through the camera lens. At night, when the crabs really become active, we slept on 
cots but were harassed by boobies landing on us (they too wish to escape the crabs) and drenching 
downpours which occur about every 5 hours. 
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Most of the two weeks at Clipperton, however, were spent diving on the untouched and unexplored 
(until now) reefs. We recovered a total of 10 meters (5 cm diameter) of core from corals found at depths 
between 10 and 20 meters. Because corals produce annual bands, much like trees, their age can be 
determined. Oxygen isotope analysis reveals the temperature of the water in which they lived. Because 
a large coral head can be up to 300 years old, a very accurate record of recent climate can be constructed. 
Of special interest is the frequency and strength of El Nmo events which produces unusually warm water 
in the tropical East Pacific and is associated with droughts, floods and changing fishing yields in other parts 
of the world. Diving at Clipperton was always good with its clear water and abundant life but watch out! 
Moray eels were everywhere and their bite can be pretty painful, as some experienced. My own injuries 
included urchin spines in my hands, man-of-war tentacle stings about my face and a scraped-up leg during 
a zodiac landing in heavy surf. 

On the return trip I disembarked at Cabo San Lucas at the southern tip of Baja, California and 
traveled by bus up the mountainous desert peninsula, meeting the boat four days later back in San Diego. 
The highlight of this journey would have to be the two days I spent in Mulege, a desert oasis on the Sea 
of Cortez. Upon arrival at 3 a.m., I was taken by the police on a short ride to the police station where I was 
interrogated, told that I had been saved by them from being attacked by banditos, and relieved of $20 U.S. 
But my Spanish is poor. Perhaps they said that they were banditos disguised as police. Anyway, I thanked 
them for the quintessential Mexican experience! However, when the sun rose over the turquoise Mar del 
Cortez I found myself among cool palms in a charming little Mexican village that just happened to be a 
bird-watchers paradise. 

Anyone interested is welcome to come up to third floor to see photos of the places I visited before I leave 
in a month to start graduate school at VIMS in Virginia. Let me also take this convenient opportunity to 
say thanks to all you MSI folks who made my 16 months here in Port A pleasant and memorable, indeed. 

-Andy Zimmerman 

Travel ending between April 30 and May 13 

+Cammie Coulter, April 22-May 6, Galveston, conduct research on LATEX cruise aboard the RIV GYRE 
concerning heterotrophic dinoflagellate grazing, abundance and bioluminescence. 

+Robert Moore, April 27-May 1, Honolulu, Hawaii, attend advisory committee meeting to review the 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory Research Program. 

Oceanography Day reports are pouring in (65 so far) from the Boy Scouts who attended MSI's 
Oceanography Day on April 23. 500-word reports are required for the Scouts to earn their Oceanography 
Merit Badges. Last issue of the Lazarette Gazette several excerpts were published in the Attaboys section. 
Many of the following excerpts could go there again, but several definitely belong in Egabrag Woes, so let's 
compromise and put them under Irish Pennants. 

• We did not know how much farther we had to go, but I could smell the strong salty air in my little noise 
[sic]. (Ryan Joyce, Houston) 
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•Oceanography Day, 1994 was a day that I will never forget. The weather was warm and sunny, with a temperature in the high BO's. The water was calm and I was excited about the day's upcoming events ... Oceanography Day taught me many things about ocean life. I was impressed how the U. T. Marine Science Center stressed safety in all we did. Oceanography research can be very dangerous but it also has great rewards. I plan to pursue oceanography as a career. The area I am most interested in is geological oceanography ... (Charles Brown, Austin) 

• In the welcome, I enjoyed the rising of the fiag and the patriotism that fiowed through my veins ... When the people told me what you had planned for the pantyhose I thought you were nuts. I said to myself these 
things will never work. But when I tried it I caught a jelly-like little cup shaped animal. (Phillip Geise, Austin) 

• I had people in my group from all over Texas and soon we were all acquainted. (Al Pacheco, Kingwood) 

• I would just like to thank you for accepting me to come and to tell you that I really enjoyed the day. I thought the program was really well organized and all the staff and leader were helpful and willing to answer any questions we had which made the day more enjoyable .... I was already interested in a career in Marine Biology but the conversation I had with the mates and the captain put me a little step closer to 
making a decision in a career .... (Jason Crabtree, Houston) 

• ... Next, Noe called everyone to the starboard side of the vessel and we were able to watch an actual water 
sample being taken and then a sample of the soil on the ocean fioor .... I decided it was time to head on up 
to the bow and feel the salty breeze blow against my face .... It was an awesome feeling to stand about 10 feet 
off the water and just glide along as smooth as possible ... (Matt Crew, Houston) 

• .... the so called breakfast was at one of our assistant scoutmasters' beach houses (where the WOMEN slept) they (the WOMEN) did get up and fix breakfast so it wasn't that bad .... ! went to class with the thoughts "what is a kid like me doing here, I'm not a science nerd" but after I got there I realized "these science guys have a pretty cool job, and no nerd could do this stuff' .... And it wasn't so bad carrying around a ladies pantyhose when I got the final result (a plankton net). (Ashley Wilson, Georgetown) 

• I had a great time being there. I got to make some new friends and learn more about the science of Oceanography. I really enjoyed going to Oceanography Day. The group I was in had a wonderful time too. (Rusty Ruby, Georgetown} 

• The result of the Oceanography Day was very good. I learned a lot of things and had fun. So I think it 
wasn't a waste of time. I wish every single scout in Texas could be here to enjoy this day. I want to thank The University of Texas for giving us this opportunity to earn this merit badge! (Jonathan Nguyen, Houston} 

•This has been the best campout and the only campout that I've ever been on that has the best activities. I wish Oceanography Day didn't come every two or three years later ... ! got a badge that said University of Texas Oceanography Day. It's a cool patch I wish I had two patches. The last day of the week end I caught a medium size fish but I threw it back in the water. I didn't like to leave ... (Oscar Diaz, Houston} 

• Oceanography Day! Wow, what a day. I had a whole lot of fun Saturday .... ! was hesitated [sic] to eat 
the food at lunch because I was afraid it was going to be like the school's lunch (yuck) Bit I was surprised 
it was actually really good food. I also think the camp grounds were really good. This was the first time 
I haven't slept on a stick or ant bed or something ... As you might know I brought my fishing rod, but do you 
think I caught anything? NO. Not even a bite. About the only thing I caught was a hook in the middle finger ... ( Jeremy Farris, Houston} 

• I told myself I was going to have a fun time because I was going to learn about a lot of interesting 
things ... ! really loved it on Oceanography Day, and if I had a choice, I would go one of these days again and learn more about the exciting things you can learn in Oceanography. (Clayton Leiker, Houston} 
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• Oceanography Day was really fun. The research talks were pretty interesting; but being in that dark room 
with that guy talking puts you to sleep fast. (Ryan Reynolds, Georgetown) 

• On the way back to the dock they took some mud off the bottom of the ocean fioor and let us dig in it to 
see what we would find. The only thing we found was a lot of mud and a few sand dollars ... I really had 
a great time at the labs and on the boats and hope to become a marine biologist in the future. I would like 
to study dolphins and I or mud. (Joe Boteler, Katy) 

• Oceanography Day was a great learning experience for me. In addition to that it was also quite fun. On 
the other hand there were parts that could have improved ... The plankton nets were an interesting thing. You 
would think many of the boys would think sewing the pantyhose to the PVC ring was too ''girly". 
(Richard Cross, Houston) 

• After we finished making the plankton nets, we had fun putting the extra pantyhose we had on our heads 
and acted like robbers. When we were finished acting like total idiots, we went to the plankton lab ... 
(Beau Zermeno, Houston) 

• The man who was talking to us had a lot of nerve. He said Galveston Bay was the dirtiest bay in the 
world. I knew he was right but I still had to stand up for Galveston Bay .... Oceanography Day was great. 
You should do it more often. Thanks a lot. (Chris Fields, Houston) 

• The RIV LONGHORN was great. I have never been on a research vessel. I didn't know water was 
different at different levels. I learned about some fish, shrimp, and crabs. I saw how they tested water and 
took mud samples. I learned there are two different kinds of plankton .... (Joe Davis, Houston) 

• We got to ride the LONGHORN and see them use all their equipment. We saw crabs, fish, sea horses, and 
everything. Well that was the end of a long fun day, performed by wonderful nice people. Thank Yall. Bye! 
(Sean Taylor, Houston) 

Take our daughters to work- On Thursday, April 28, 1994 hundreds of thousands of girls aged 9 to 15 
across America participated in the second annual 11Take our daughters to work" day with parents, teachers, 
and employers. This national event focused on girls' ideas, problems, spirit and dreams. UTMSI supported 
this event by asking employees to bring a daughter, granddaughter, niece, neighbor, relative or friend to 
work. Women and men were encouraged to participate. The girls were greeted with a small table 
decorated with play money, balloons, a grab bag and different refreshments. They followed their sponsor 
and others around and saw the different careers offered to them at UTMSI. All the employees were v~ry 
accommodating when the girls asked questions about their particular job. Everyone got together for lunch 
at the UTMSI Cafeteria then the participants had their picture taken on the RIV KATY by Murray Judson 
of The South Jetty newspaper. At the end of the day the girls were asked to write a few thoughts down 
about their experience. Girls who participated were: Stephanie Tinnin, Ashley Harris, Stephanie Alty, 
JoAnna Jackson, Sarah Seguin, Karli Dunton, Nikki Buskey, Patricia Tinnin and Whitney Smith. 

-Venus Mills 
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RN LONGHORN 
LONGTERM 
SCHEDULE 
1994 

1995 

l1L 
~ 

•May 10-17, Ron Benner & John Hedges, NSF, (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter 
in seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 
• Six days, minority and women students training cruise, summer, Whitledge and Thomas, NSF: OCE-

9322284 
•June, 15 days, Richard Buffier UTIG, ocean bottom seismometers deployment, NSF proposal, Structure 

of the Chicxululum KT Impact Crater, Yucatan, Gulf of Mexico 
• August 5-12, Ron Benner & John Hedges, NSF (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter 

in seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 
•Short cruises as needed for Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to place, check, and replace fisheries 

buoys. 

1996 

• Six days, minority and women students training cruise, sum.mer, Whitledge and Thomas, NSF: OCE-
9322284 
•August 5-12, Ron Benner & John Hedges, NSF (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter 

in seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 

EITA ARMSTRONG has TAMU cruise - Mark McGarity and Hayden Abel will be taking the ETI'A 
AR.MSTRONG to Galveston on May 15 for a second series of work for TAMU's Geochemical and 
Environmental Research Group (Roger Fay, Ph.D., Director of Field Operations). Two days of survey off 
the Brazos River will repeat work performed last September. The ETTA will be loaded at the Pelican 
Island dock directly from TAMU's GYRE and proceed to Freeport to begin work on the 16th. 
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• Thank you for the use of the WV LONGHORN on 15 April 1994. The transfer of "Double Trouble" (the 

bottlenose dolphin) from truck to boat and boat to water went much smoother than I had anticipated thanks 
to your well trained crew. This was a very special day for the Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network 

because it was the first time we actually were able to release a live stranded animal which we had 
rehabilitated. I don't think anyone knew what to expect, but the crew of the RIV WNGHORN was very 
professional and it seemed as though they did this sort of thing everyday. Also, all of the volunteers 
appreciated the great lunch on the way back! Thanks for your support and we hope we can continue to rely 
on you in the future. 
(To Terry Whitledge from Graham A. J. Worlhy, State Director of Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network) 

• At the outset, let me tell you just how much the boys and the adults enjoyed our day with you last 
weekend. ·There is no doubt but that The University of Texas will gain some advantage with respect to 

college choice as our Scouts are making their matriculation decision. J attended the University of Southern 

California~ However, Travis now thinks he wants to be a Longhorn. But, far more important, he wants to 
be a scientist. And, that credit goes to you and your colleagues. I know that each of you spent a tremendous 

amount of preparation time with respect to Oceanography Day 1994. However, I must tell you that, it MUST 
be continued. I understand that, due to cost constraints and underwritings, there exists the possibility that 
this was the last time this program will be offered. That is a mistake. ·If it is a matter of finances, then the 
boys or a troop established "scholarship fund" can easily pay $15-20 per attendee. We must "invest" in our 
youth! They are OUR future! Please continue the program. This was the first year that Troop 772 has 
participated. There are many who want to come next time. And, I KNOW that there WILL be a next time. 
If I can help please call on me. 
(To John Thompson from L. Norton Hindley, Ill, The Hindley Group, The Woodlands) 

UT Energy Tips, Spring 1994, a newsletter distributed to MSI personnel earlier this week, reported on 
the great progress being made by UT in energy conservation. The several tips made to individuals to "do 
your part to save energy" need modification for Port Aransas. Leaky faucets cost money. Report every water 

leak you see to xxxxxx (at Port Aransas please make out a maintenance request sheet for drips; call John 
Thompson or John Shaw for a flood!); Report uncomfortable rooms to xxxxxx (please make out a 
maintenance request form for minor discomfort, call John Thompson or John Shaw if there is an indoor 

blizzard); Report unnecessary lights to xxxxx (please put it on a maintenance request form). 
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-Andi Wickham 

Marine Education Services Program Report for May, 1994-May remains our last 
and busiest month of the school year. Linda Fuiman is busy with movies and lots of 
tours for elementary schools. Bob Huntington and Captain John Turany are busy with 
the fmal visiting class trips of the year. Port Aransas schools are holding an 
abbreviated Oceans Week this year with individual class trips and projects. on 
Tuesday, 3 May both first grade classes visited the lab, enjoyed a tour of the visitor 
center tanks, watched a Dolphin movie and then adjourned to the new pier lab for a 
jetty lab. While on the upper pier level, ten bottlenosed dolphins put on quite a show 
frolicking within 50 yards of the pier. once inside, the students were able to explore 

a wide variety of jetty plants and animals and look for adaptations that enable these organisms to survive 
in this very high energy and inhospitable environment. By using microscopes, hand-held discovery scopes 
and their own observations skills and senses, the students gained an understanding of the life on this small, 
hard substrate. 

50 teachers from across the state participated in a Basic Marine Science Teacher Workshop May 
6-8. Half went on the RIV KATY with Bob and Captain John while the others worked with Rick & Linda 
in the Auditorium and in the new pier lab. The groups swapped places after lunch. Following an evening 
social on the cafeteria deck, Toni Martinez stuffed everyone with one of her excellent sea food feasts. The 
group spent the rest of the evening working on fish prints, studying the plankton, algae and assorted 
critters collected on the boat trip and learned about a computer program that plotted the annular eclipse 
of the sun on the 10th. Sunday morning, the group reconvened for an introduction to Spartina and 
mangrove marshes and then traveled by ferry to visit a marsh environment. They left tired, sunburned 
and very happy. 
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On the 16th, Rick will accompany the 4th grade class from H.G. Olsen Elementary to the Texas State 
Aquarium as a guide and resource. On the 17th, Rick will take the 3rd grade classes to the marsh for th.eir 
Oceans Week field trip, while Ken Dunton and his students will work with the 4th and 5th graders on the 
new pier lab pressing marine algae. On May 20-22, Darlene Varga and 26 elementary teachers from Horn 

Elementary in Houston will participate in an inservice, basic marine science workshop. 

We are proud to announce that MSI has been selected to be an Elderhostel site. The current local 
sponsorship was not renewed, and Mr. Wayne Hunt, Assistant State Director for Elderhostel in Texas 
approached MES director Rick Tinnin about the possibility of sponsoring the program as an outreach of 
MES. A discussion of the request by Dr. Terry Whitledge, John Thompson, and Lynn Amos was favorable 
and was subsequently approved by Dr. Fonken. Rick Tinnin will be the program director and Judy 
Reynolds will be the program and on-site coordinator. The Elderhostelers are currently housed at Beach 
Head condominiums, eat at local restaurants and participate in lectures and field trips to UTMSI, the Texas 
State Aquarium, and bird study tours and other activities. Judy and Rick are in the process of writing 
descriptions for new courses for the Winter that will highlight and take advantage of the wide variety of 
natural resources that are found in the area. Nine programs are scheduled in the coming months-one in 
July, and two each in September, October, November and December. Port Aransas is considered one of only 
five "super sites" in Texas and will host over 20 programs each year for approximately 40 
participants/program. This program provides a very exciting opportunity to showcase the research and 
educational activities of the Marine Science Institute faculty, research staff and facilities. 

I 
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-Rick Tinnin 

Thanks to Ken Dunton and Mike Dibble· for the feature of this issue. This is 
our third "student issue". Mike writes of "characters" in Port Aransas; but he 
says they "pass through here". Thank goodness; that leaves me out. I was 
pleased to receive the Clipperton Expedition article from Andy Zimmerman, 
which came; with a little help from Patty Baker, out of the blue. I hope some 
other folks who have irtteresting tales to relate will follow Andy's path. Venus 
Mills' usual weird wittfoisms are missing in her article, Take our daughters to 

work day. A South Jetty story sounded more like Venus-under the MSI girls pictured aboardR/V 
KATY it says a little boy had shown up and wanted to go along but was quickly driven away by all 
the ladies (?) throwing rocks at him. I could not resist giving a few ( o.k., more than a few) excerpts 
from Oceanography Day reports. This year there is frequent mention of sea snot. I am a little 
curious about who described it to the Scou~ and how. I hope you will take time to read some of 
these excerpts; I didn't quote anything on sea snot, but in addition to some other humor, a great 
many youngsters mention that Oceanography Day was important to them in seriously thinking 
about college and a career. Thanks for help with this issue also go to Patty Baker, Terry Whitledge, 
Tony Amos, Lynn Amos, Kathy Quade, Rick Tinnin, Andi Wickham, and Venus Mills. 

-John Thompson 
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